2007 chevy tahoe instrument cluster

Cannot find a standard repair for your item? Get A Custom Quote. Your item is repaired and
shipped back the same day it arrives in our facility compared to our standard 1-business day
turnaround, which ships the next business day Monday - Friday. We take the guesswork out of
choosing the correct part number. Please provide VIN to ensure proper fitment. Our return label
includes free pick-up from FedEx which you can schedule online for your convenience. This
repair also applies to Silverado , Avalanche , Suburban , and other Chevy vehicles. Our
standard rebuild service includes several upgrades to protect the gear level indicator PRNDL
and driver information center DIC from fading or going completely dark again. If the gear level
indicator and odometer have already become dim, then this repair will bring them back to life.
Replacing the original cluster with a salvage yard or OEM replacement is not the best solution
because they often contain the same faulty components as the original cluster. We will restore
your cluster to "better than new" and ensure proper function with a great warranty and best in
the industry customer service! If any of your gauges are giving erratic readings, not returning to
the zero position with the key off, etc. At Circuit Board Medics, our focus is on excellent
communication, fast turnaround, and quality repairs. One key to achieving these goals is
ensuring that we have customers' contact information and payment before beginning any repair
order. Watch our video to learn more about how our repair process works and how we can help
to get your vehicle or appliance back up and running quickly. Disclaimer: We are not
responsible for lost, delayed, or non-repaired items shipped to our facility without an order
number. Our rebuild service includes several upgrades to protect the gear level indicator
PRNDL and driver information display odometer from fading and becoming dim or even
completely dark. Replacing the unit is not the best solution, because many of the replacement
units often use the same faulty components as the original cluster. We will bring the PRNDL
display and driver information display back to life to ensure proper function with a one year
warranty. If you have any questions, please call us at or visit Our no-hassle warranty covers
your repair for a full year. If the repair fails anytime within a year, we will repair the item again. In
the rare occasion that the item is not repairable, we will either replace the circuit board entirely
or refund the cost of the repair, at our discretion. See Details At Circuit Board Medics we strive
to correct the root cause of the issue instead of merely replacing parts. The end result is a
refurbished component with increased longevity and lower cost. Learn More. Have a question?
Not finding what you are looking for? Feel free to contact us and a representative will be in
touch shortly. We also do custom repairs. Let us know more about your unique need and we'll
provide an estimate for your custom repair. Privacy Policy. Please wait Call us on. Sign in or
Create an account. Due to all carriers experiencing weather delays, we are unable to refund for
shipments delayed due to weather. Please call with any questions. Kenmore Kitchen Aid Maytag
Whirlpool. Click to enlarge. Upgrade to Same Day Turnaround:. Please choose an option to add
this product to your cart. Replacement Lens:. Buy in bulk and save. Warranty Top of Page
Warranty Our no-hassle warranty covers your repair for a full year. About Us At Circuit Board
Medics we strive to correct the root cause of the issue instead of merely replacing parts.
Certified Technicians. Ask Us A Question. Custom Repair? Get A Quote. Eight problems related
to instrument panel have been reported for the Chevrolet Tahoe. The most recently reported
issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and reliability analysis of the
Chevrolet Tahoe based on all problems reported for the Tahoe. Consumer states after driving
on the highway for 15 minutes or so the tire low pressure indicator light on the instrument panel
came on the consumer stated before he took the vehicle to the dealer, the air was checked
several times, with no indication of a problem. The consumer then took the vehicle to the dealer,
where they replaced the sensor in the right rear tire. However, the problem continued. The
consumer went to another dealer, where they ran a test and found no problem. After filing a
complaint, the consumer went back to the second dealer where they found a lock problem. They
replaced and reprogrammed the rcdlr. The consumer stated the problem is ongoing. Also, the
doors locked on their own on a number of occasions. Special coverage adjustment-instrument
panel cluster gauge needle functions a I have a Chevrolet Tahoe, panel cluster does not work.
Take to the dealer and they told me my Tahoe is not include. Gm knew about he defective part
and still used them on the newer model like Currently there is a class action suit about this
incident and there is many other owner with the same problem. Some dealers are repairing this
as good will from gm. Vehicle was vandalized resulting in replacement of model dual climate
control cluster from gm. Replacement part superseded model for the model, as the model is
"better" design. The model however has a different color backlight display, resulting in
uncontigous lighting on the interior. Resulting in further deterioration of vehicle value. Gm
specifications fail to recognize the difference in lighting color, and are unable to replicate the
climate control cluster. Still waiting for solution to this problem after 6 weeks of working with
gm corporate, and local dealership. The contact owns a Chevrolet Tahoe. The contact had the

vehicle repaired according to NHTSA campaign id number 08v electrical system. The technician
disconnected the fuse because the parts were unavailable. While driving approximately 45 mph,
he noticed that the indicators on the instrument panel would sporadically flicker on and off. In
addition, the contact smelled a burning odor. He took the vehicle to the dealer and it caught fire
while parked. The vehicle was completely destroyed and the cause of the failure remains
unknown. The failure and current mileages were 33, The contact stated that the instrument
panel lights would not illuminate when the daytime running lights were activated. The only time
he was able to see the instrument panel lights was when the sun shined on them directly. The
contact took the vehicle to the dealer, but they could not offer any assistance. The manufacturer
also stated that they could not assist because the vehicle was designed in that manner;
however, the design was changed on the vehicles. The current mileage was 9, and failure
mileage was approximately 5. Customer states that she could not see the instrument panel in
the daylight. The consumer was unable to read any of the smaller gauges let alone the
speedometer. It was suggested to the consumer, to turn the light switch to permanently on and
not use the auto function. The consumer stated there wasn't too much of a difference. The
consumer stated the material colors beside and around the instruments were just too dark for
day light conditions. The dealer and manufacturer were alerted, and determined this was the
way the vehicle was designed. The background made it difficult to read. Whether the vehicle is
on or off one still could not read the speed odometer. He took the vehicle to the dealer, and
spoke with gm, and they stated it could not be repaired. Car Problems. Instrument Panel
problem 1. Instrument Panel problem 2. Instrument Panel problem 3. Instrument Panel problem
4. Instrument Panel problem 5. Instrument Panel problem 6. Instrument Panel problem 7.
Instrument Panel problem 8. Other Electrical System related problems of the Chevrolet Tahoe.
Electrical System problems Electrical System problems. Battery Dead problems. Dashboard
Failed problems. Car Will Not Start problems. Starter problems. Wiring problems. Battery
problems. Battery Cable problems. Ignition problems. Software problems. Trunk Wiring
problems. This Service Fixes the Following Problems. By purchasing this service you agree to
these terms. We are the alternative to dealer parts. Log in or Create account. Cart 0. Menu Cart
0. If you have already attempted to fix the cluster yourself, additional charges may apply
depending on the damage. How This Works. Step 1 After purchase, carefully remove the cluster
from your vehicle. Step 2 Securely pack your cluster, using the correct box so that your unit will
not get damaged during shipment. When we receive the cluster. We will inspect, repair and send
it back within 24 hours.. Terms and Conditions: This sale is for a repair service, not a part. We
do not have any for sale. You are responsible to package your part in such a way that it will not
be damaged. We will return it in same packaging. If we receive it damaged we will always send
you a picture. Very rarely, we may encounter an issue that we are unable to repair. In this case,
we can send it back to you or you will have the option to donate it to us for parts. If there is a
problem with your cluster once you receive it back, Contact us. We will work hard to resolve any
problem. For complete terms of service and privacy policy click HERE Warranty Info: All of our
gauge cluster services have a limited lifetime warranty unless otherwise stated in the
description. Warranty covers information displays, gauges, power loss. The backlighting is
covered for one year due to the limited lifespan of light-bulbs and LEDs. After one year we will
be happy to replace the lights for a nominal fee. Warranty is not transferable if you sell the car.
We log all customer data and give out a warranty for tracking. Customer Reviews Based on 4
reviews Write a review. More from this collection. Cannot find a standard repair for your item?
Get A Custom Quote. Click your make below to see the failures we service for specific models.
If you do not see your particular vehicle listed, please call us at to discuss a quote for your
cluster. Is your Chevrolet instrument cluster no longer working correctly? This is a "ready to
ship" completely rebuilt and pre-programmed replacement instrument cluster for your - GM,
GMC, or Chevrolet Gas and Diesel engines. We currently offer the exchange option for MPH
vehicles only Is your Chevrolet Avalanche instrument cluster no longer working correctly? Is
your Silverado instrument cluster no longer working correctly? Is your Chevrolet Suburban
instrument cluster no longer working correctly? Is your Chevrolet Tahoe instrument cluster no
longer working correctly? Is your , , , , or Chevrolet Trailblazer instrument cluster gauges and or
backlighting no longer working correctly? If so, we offer a repair service that will restore your
Trailblazer's instrument Are your gauges reading incorrectly or not at all? Is the power to your
cluster dropping out unexpectedly? If so, we offer a 1-Business day This repair is for Chevy
This repair also applies to Silverado, This repair also This repair also applies to Silverado,
Avalanche, Is your , , , , , , , or C5 Corvette instrument cluster backlighting or odometer display
no longer working correctly? If so, we offer a repair service that will restore your Corvette's Is
your , , , , , or Chevrolet Cavalier instrument cluster gauges and or backlighting no longer
working correctly? If so, we offer a repair service that will restore your Cavalier's instrument Are

your , , , , , or Chevrolet Impala instrument cluster individual gauges and or backlighting no
longer working correctly? If so, we offer a repair service that will restore your Impala's Are your
, , , , or Chevrolet Monte Carlo instrument cluster individual gauges and or backlighting no long
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er working correctly? If so, we offer a repair service that will restore your Monte Carlo's At
Circuit Board Medics we strive to correct the root cause of the issue instead of merely replacing
parts. The end result is a refurbished component with increased longevity and lower cost. Learn
More. Have a question? Not finding what you are looking for? Feel free to contact us and a
representative will be in touch shortly. We also do custom repairs. Let us know more about your
unique need and we'll provide an estimate for your custom repair. Privacy Policy. Please wait
Call us on. Sign in or Create an account. Due to all carriers experiencing weather delays, we are
unable to refund for shipments delayed due to weather. Please call with any questions.
Kenmore Kitchen Aid Maytag Whirlpool. Select sub-category. About Us At Circuit Board Medics
we strive to correct the root cause of the issue instead of merely replacing parts. Certified
Technicians. Ask Us A Question. Custom Repair? Get A Quote.

